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Effect of growth stoichiometry on the electrical activity of screw
dislocations in GaN films grown by molecular-beam epitaxy
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The impact of the Ga/N ratio on the structure and electrical activity of threading dislocations in GaN
films grown by molecular-beam epitaxy is reported. Electrical measurements performed on samples
grown under Ga-rich conditions show three orders of magnitude higher reverse bias leakage
compared with those grown under Ga-lean conditions. Transmission electron microscopy~TEM!
studies reveal excess Ga at the surface termination of pure screw dislocations accompanied by a
change in the screw dislocation core structure in Ga-rich films. The correlation of transport and
TEM results indicates that dislocation electrical activity depends sensitively on dislocation type and
growth stoichiometry. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379789#
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During the past year, the quality of AlGaN/GaN heter
structures has improved dramatically. AlGaN/GaN hete
structures grown on GaN templates by molecular-beam
taxy ~MBE! have been shown to display extremely hi
mobilities.1–3 The low temperature mobility of the two
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! confined at the AlGaN/
GaN interface has reached 75 000 cm2/Vs,4 limited by
charged dislocation scattering.1,5 These advances can be a
tributed to the reduction of dislocation density in the Ga
templates, and the low background impurity incorporation1,6

and superior interface control7 inherent to the MBE growth.
Despite the improvement in low-temperature 2DEG mob
ity, excess reverse bias leakage is a still a major impedim
for commercialization of III-nitride electronic devices. Fo
films grown by MBE, growth stoichiometry has a pro
nounced impact on the surface morphology and the elect
activity of defects.8,9 Ga-rich films are smooth with mono
layer steps and dislocations appear as hillocks. Ga-lean fi
display a pitted morphology. The smooth morphology of t
Ga-rich growth is known to enhance 2DEG mobility. On t
other hand, Schottky diode measurements show that rev
bias leakage at a fixed bias is 2–3 orders of magnitude la
for Ga-rich samples than for Ga-lean samples.10 In this work,
we elucidate the origin of excess reverse bias leakag
MBE grown films and illustrate the impact of growth stoich
ometry on dislocation electrical activity.

The GaN films were grown by nitrogen plasma assis
MBE on GaN templates prepared by hydride vapor ph
epitaxy ~HVPE!. The HVPE templates were nominally 1
mm thick. The MBE growth temperature was 750 °C a
growth rate was 0.25mm/h. The Ga-rich growth condition
refer to having visible Ga droplets on the surface. Figur

a!Electronic mail: jhsu@lucent.com
3980003-6951/2001/78(25)/3980/3/$18.00
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shows cross-sectional transmission electron microsc
~TEM! images of a sample grown under Ga-rich conditio
~No surface cleaning was done prior to making the cr
sectional TEM specimen, i.e., the excess surface Ga was
removed.! The MBE/HVPE interface is invisible, indicating
good control of our MBE growth. Since no new dislocatio
were generated in the MBE layer, the dislocation density a
type are determined by the HVPE template. The total dis
cation density in these samples varies between 53108 and
109 cm22, with the majority being screw and mixed type
Capacitance–voltage measurements show a backgroun
donor concentration below 1015cm23 in the MBE GaN layer.

Scanning current–voltage microscopy~SIVM! was em-
ployed to map the spatial distribution of reverse bias curre
For these measurements, the excess surface Ga was rem
with concentrated HCl. In the SIVM experiment, a volta
bias is applied between the tip and sample while current
flows through the conducting tip is detected using a curr
preamplifier. The tip acts as a microscopic Schottky cont
to the GaN sample.11 All data were taken using a boron
doped conducting diamond tip, and the experiment was
formed in air at room temperature. Figure 2~a! shows a to-
pographic image of a MBE GaN films grown under Ga-ri
conditions. The spiral hillocks correspond to the presence
pure screw or mixed dislocations. Figure 2~b! shows the
SIVM image taken simultaneously with Fig. 2~a! under26
V reverse bias. The reverse current is defined with a nega
sign; thus, current is nonzero in dark regions of Fig. 2~b!.
Evidently, the reverse bias current flow concentrates on sm
isolated regions. The locations of most leakage spots co
spond to spiral hillocks, suggesting that the leakage occu
screw/mixed dislocations. Further confirmation comes fr
the similar density between the leakage spots and sc
mixed dislocation density determined by TEM.
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3981Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 78, No. 25, 18 June 2001 Hsu et al.
The SIVM results indicate that screw/mixed dislocatio
contribute significantly more to gate leakage than pure e
dislocations. Previously, screw/mixed dislocations were
ported to be more effective recombination centers12 and have
reduced barrier heights13 compared to pure edge dislocatio
in GaN. One interesting question is why screw/mixed dis
cations are more electrically active than pure edge dislo
tions. The structure of threading edge dislocations in G
have been studied extensively theoretically14,15 and con-
firmed experimentally by high-resolution TEM images16

Deep acceptors, hence electron traps forn-type materials, are
predicted to accompany these edge dislocations.17 On the
other hand, comparably little is known about threading scr
dislocations. Theoretically, Elsneret al. found an open core

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional TEM images of a MBE GaN grown under Ga-
condition. Micrographs were taken at the same sample position under
ferent diffraction conditions to show dislocations with a screw componen
~a! and those with an edge component in~b!. Arrows indicate extra materials
in a form of small particles on the surface. The arrows in the two ima
correspond to the same positions.

FIG. 2. 2mm32 mm ~a! topographic images and~b! simultaneously taken
SIVM image under-6 V reverse bias of a GaN film grown under Ga-r
conditions. Grayscale represents 3 nm in~a! and 6310211 A in ~b!. The
dark spots in~b! are conducting regions. They correlate with hillocks in~a!.
Downloaded 20 May 2012 to 128.210.126.199. Redistribution subject to AIP
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structure that is energetically more favorable.14 Experimen-
tally, both full core16 and open core18 structures have bee
reported for threading screw dislocations. Furthermore,
calculation14 showed no deep levels associated with this c
structure. This is inconsistent with experimental resu
showing screw/mixed dislocations are more electrically
tive than pure edge dislocations.10,12,13

Close examination of our TEM images reveals nano
eter size particles at the surface termination of pure sc
dislocations@arrows in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3~a!#. The TEM con-
trast of this material is different from that of GaN. To obta
chemical information, we perform energy dispersive x-r
spectroscopy~EDS! on the cross sectional TEM samples u
ing a detector sensitive to lowZ elements. The beam size
;15 nm. Figure 3~b! is a spectrum taken with the electro
beam focused on a small particle at the surface termina
of a screw dislocation. The only elements detected were
O, and C. No N signal was detected, indicating that the p
ticle is not GaN. The carbon comes from contaminati
buildup during data acquisition and not from the samp
Thus, these particles are comprised of Ga and O. For c
parison, the spectrum of the GaN film was shown in F
3~c!. The N signal is distinctly evident while the O signal
not detectable. Hence, the excess materials at the su
termination of screw dislocations are microscopic s

h
if-
n

s

FIG. 3. ~a! Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the same sample as in F
1 and 2 to show extra materials at the surface termination of a screw d
cation. EDS spectra taken on the TEM specimen with the beam focuse~b!
on the surface bump and~c! on GaN films away from the surface.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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~;100 nm! Ga droplets that were oxidized when the surfa
was exposed to air. By comparing Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, we
notice thatthese microscopic Ga droplets are associated
clusively with pure screw dislocations. No Ga droplets were
found at the termination of mixed or edge dislocations.

To examine the effect of excess Ga might have on d
locations with a screw component, TEM was done on a G
rich and a Ga-lean sample using both@0002# and kinematic
diffraction conditions. Figure 4 shows TEM images tak
under the@0002# diffraction condition. It is evident that the
dislocations in the two samples display a different strain c
trast under the@0002# imaging condition. Screw dislocation
in the Ga-rich sample@Fig. 4~a!# appear in general to have
wider and weaker contrast, suggesting a relaxed core s
ture. Moreover, the apparent width of the dislocation c
contrast in the Ga-rich film widens as they approach the
face Ga droplet, while in Ga-lean sample@Fig. 4~b!# the dis-
location line contrast remains sharp all the way to the s
face. These results directly indicate that excess Ga indu
change in dislocation core structure. In Fig. 4~a!, the white
arrow marks the position at which a sudden change in di
cation core contrast diameter from 12 to 22 nm. Such dia
eter changes were observed for many screw dislocation
the Ga-rich samples.

Combining TEM and SIVM results, a self-consiste
picture of excess reverse bias leakage emerges. In additi
the reverse bias current in GaN being predominantly car
by dislocations with a screw component, we found that
cess Ga accumulated at or near screw dislocations has a
found effect on the dislocation core structure and strain fie
TEM images taken under kinematic conditions further in
cate composition variation near screw/mixed dislocations
the Ga-rich sample. Evidently, these structural changes
duced by excess Ga significantly affect the dislocation e
trical activity. Since surface nano-Ga droplets were fou
only on pure screw dislocations, the amount of excess
depends on the screw component. Hence, the electrica
tivity should also depend on the type of dislocations and
expected to be largest for pure screw dislocations. Thi
particular to Ga-rich MBE growth conditions and is cons
tent with the lower reverse bias leakage found in MB
samples grown under Ga-lean conditions. We do not beli
that impurities gettered at dislocations are the origin of d
location electrical activity because the background impu
in our MBE material is well below 1015cm23. Recent first-

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional TEM micrographs taken underg¢5@0002# diffrac-
tion condition showing the difference in screw dislocations between~a! a
Ga-rich sample and~b! a Ga-lean sample.
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principles total energy calculations show that screw dislo
tions with a Ga-filled core has a lower formation energy
Ga-rich growth environments and dislocations with this co
structure is expected to be electrically active.19

From SIVM measurements we found that reverse b
leakage occurs predominantly at dislocations with a sc
component. This leakage depends sensitively on the gro
soichiometry and is orders of magnitude larger for MB
samples grown under Ga-rich conditions. Cross-sectio
TEM images and local EDS reveal microscopic Ga dropl
at the surface terminations of pure screw dislocations
these samples. We show that excess Ga drastically cha
the screw dislocation core structure. Consequently, dislo
tion electrical activity depends not only on the type of dis
cation, but also upon growth stoichiometry.
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